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To the Planning Inspectorate 

Sizewell C will not help us meet our energy objectives. It is the wrong project in the wrong
place. 

It will leave future generations an additional legacy of nuclear waste. There are still no
long term storage solutions. Therefore it is not green. We have recently witnessed how
easily our support structures can fall away for example severe shortages of fuel for
transport and of skilled labour. This site will require staffing and monitoring for hundreds
of years. We cannot guarantee its safety can we? And all for just 60 years of power.

EPR reactors have an appalling track record. They are well over budget. Sites in France
and Finland are running a decade late. The only operational one is China has been closed
after international attention concerning leaking fuel rod seals. 

How will it be paid for? The RAB model is very risky. Money would be better invested in
renewable energy. 

It will be too slow with completion and generation beginning in 2034. Using EDF
estimates it will not reach net zero until 2040. Carbon produced from building will take 6
years to pay back.

At this late stage EDF has been forced to propose construction of desalination plant as
there is still no assured long term water supply. 

Independent research suggests visitors will stay away and tourism damaged. With loss of
£40 million and 400 jobs. EDFs claim of thousands of jobs and billions spent locally are
unproven. 

6,000 workers from Hinkley will come to the area with some 2,400 living on campus near
the small tranquil hamlet of Eastbridge. 

The A12 will carry additional 12,000 vehicles, including 700 HGVs. The A12 is barely fit
for purpose now.

It will be built on an eroding coastline. The site is wholly within an AONB and part of
Sizewell marshes, site of scientific interest will be built on. It adjoins internationally
renowned RSPB Minsmere. In a country so nature depleted no mitigation will compensate
for the destruction and havoc caused by this wholly inappropriate project. Coronation
Wood has already been destroyed with little regard for wildlife law or the local
population. 
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